10/ j)/90
Dear Gerald,
As eventually you'll see, I did not forget your earlier reLlueet but I've not
been able to make the search of ,think of the name.
If you got what noch has oa Rain you have all I have and probably more
because I did not have a great interest in him.
:hat
,

you report of °Moil, FOIA responses is par. But you have to persists.

The story on the Texas Theater is interesting. Thanks for it.
Thanks for keeping no posted and good luck,

1'
00000.0S1 In going t❑ add this to wht I refer to above that a,,aits my ability to make a
search :: ser another name on that envelope!

October 23, 1990
Gerald Hogan
3934 Manordale Dr.
Houston, TX. 77082
Harold Weisberg
Rt. 12, Old Receiver Rd.
Frederick, Maryland
21701
Dear Harold:
Enclosed is for you file/interest. I thought you might be interested in the
developments regarding the future of the Texas Theater.
lam making progress on' the Spas T. Raikin angle, with some very valuable documents
sent to me by Paul Hoch which I received yesterday. It appears Raikin may be still
around, as he was last reported a professor at a small college in Pa. (1986) One of the
most interesting things about Raikin is that his "story" about meeting LHO keeps
changing in the FBI documents and interviews. I have recently received over 200 pages
from Army Intelligence on the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, a "go to hell" letter
from ONI, a "you are going to have to fight for it" letter from the State Department.
I have yet to hear from the CIA, or OSI-U.S. Air Force. I plan to file with the
US. Dept. of Healthqnd Welfare, as Raikin states in one of the FBI documents that it was
they who sent him to the "docks" to meet LHO.
I will keep you posted.

Sinc rely,

I _
erald Hogan

